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HELPNET® will never overlook
a life that can be saved

HELPNET® is a service that sends notiﬁcation to the ﬁre department and

police by means of voice, data and fax in the event of an emergency or accident.
As part of the ITS being promoted by the government,

Japan Mayday Service Co., Ltd. is responsible for “Support
for emergency vehicle operations”.

Our mission is to provide safety and security

in the event of unforeseen circumstances, and we are helping to reduce
the numbers of people killed and injured as a result
of traﬃc accidents and other emergencies.

*ITS: Intelligent Transportation System

Message from the President
The age of “connected vehicles” has arrived.

Even in the event of a major accident when the driver is unconscious, the
vehicle can automatically provide the accident location to the police and ﬁre

department. In the event of a sudden illness as well, the vehicle location can
be sent to the ﬁre department and police with the touch of a button. This is
the HELPNET service provided by our company.

Emergency notiﬁcation devices became mandatory on new model vehicles

in the EU beginning from April 2018. A UN standard was also formulated
in November 2017. In Japan, guidelines for the agencies that receive

notiﬁcations were formulated in May 2018, and safety standards for devices
were formulated in July. The government is calling for the widespread use of
these systems.

Our company has developed a system which can accurately display the

accident location at the HELPNET Center even from a low-cost on-board

transmitter. This has made HELPNET available to a larger number of vehicles.
Our company has constructed the only infrastructure in Japan that can

connect emergency notiﬁcations to rescue agencies across Japan. We are
also creating data connections with command centers nationwide so that

the accident location can be displayed on a map at the command center of

the ﬁre department or police department which is in charge of that area. This

infrastructure construction has already been completed for all police
departments and the majority of ﬁre departments, and we are working for
further expansion in accordance with the guidelines.

In addition, we are also working on a system that calculates the likelihood of
severe injuries based on the degree of impact, and notiﬁes a hospital or ﬁre
department so that a helicopter ambulance can be rapidly mobilized.

As of April 2019, HELPNET is available to over 1.6 million people, and we are
working so that our system infrastructure can help as many people as
possible.

It is our fervent hope that we can save as many lives from traﬃc accidents as
possible.
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Mechanism and ﬂow of HELPNET

We provide emergency call services for
emergency situations such as accidents while driving or
sudden illnesses, and support speedy relief eﬀorts.

The notiﬁcation of an emergency situation is received at the HELPNET operation center, which is then
connected to the relief agencies, such as the nearest police station or ﬁre department. This reduces the time
from when the emergency occurs until the relief agencies are notiﬁed, contributing to improved survival rates,
prevention of secondary disasters caused by traﬃc accidents and help ease traﬃc congestion.
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・Automatic discharge linked with airbag operation and simple operation to notify the HELPNET center
・Speak with the caller, conﬁrm the situation and contact ﬁre department or police as required
・Transmit data at the same time, quickly communicating accident location, vehicle information, etc.
・Thanks to accurate location and vehicle information, the ambulance or police car can reach the
location quickly (and Doctor Heli can be dispatched as required)

Features of HELPNET
An infrastructure system that can directly connect to police
and ﬁre departments throughout the country
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Since the founding of the company, HELPNET has continued to construct an infrastructure that

can directly connect voice and data to the command systems of ﬁre department headquarters,
police headquarters and maritime safety agencies nationwide.

Currently, we are able to provide a direct connection of voice and data to all 52 police
headquarters nationwide.

We connect to 726 ﬁre department headquarters with voice and fax, and with approximately 70%
of the ﬁre departments’ command centers, we are able to provide a direct connection with both
voice and data.

We are also able to provide a direct connection to all 11 maritime safety agencies nationwide with
voice and data.

（As of April 2019）

Enhancement of
emergency notiﬁcation service
Approach to D-Call Net

With cooperation from hospitals with “Doctor Heli” helicopter bases, from November 2015, test
operation began of automatic emergency notiﬁcation (D-Call Net) jointly operated with Toyota Motor
Corporation, Honda Motor Co., Ltd. and HEM-Net.

D-Call Net uses the HELPNET automatic accident notiﬁcation system, transmitting coordinated data to

the relevant hospital, including mortality rate, vehicles sensor information, reported location, and the
ﬁre department etc. in attendance.

They are able to make an early assessment based on data transmitted from HELPNET to enable
coordination between the ﬁre department and hospital to dispatch doctors to the site by helicopter.

From April 2018, we enhanced the HELPNET service, beginning full-scale operation, with transmission
of mortality rate data to the ﬁre department.
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Establishment of structures to
promote automatic accident notiﬁcation

・United Nations WP29 (World Forum for Harmonization of Vehicle
Regulations) compliant

After the approval and adoption of the UN Regulation No. 144 (approval of Accident Emergency Call

Systems) in July 2018, we reﬂected the adopted content at the United Nations to the HELPNET
speciﬁcations.

・Aiming to become a public safety answering point (PSAP) that complies
with the ”Guidelines relating to the handling of emergency calls from
vehicles by connection agencies”

The HELPNET service, which enables emergency call with an emergency call indicator to be made
to relief agencies (police/ﬁre department) and connects the accident information, almost completely

complies with the guidelines created by the three ministries and agencies (National Police Agency,
Fire Defense Agency and Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism),and aims to

become a PSAP that can receive emergency calls from vehicles designated by the UN Regulation
No. 144.

・Preparation for the expansion of vehicles equipped with automatic
accident notiﬁcation systems

In response to the start of JNCAP（Japan New Car Assessment Program）of the automatic accident

notiﬁcation systems , we aim to expand our operation center and operators in order to prepare for
the expansion of target vehicles.

Usefulness of HELPNET
With the automatic accident notiﬁcation calls that are linked with the deployment of air bags, an
emergency call is automatically made to the HELPNET operation center without the driver having
to make the call for him or herself.

In the event that the driver loses consciousness or cannot respond to the operator from the

HELPNET operation center for any reason, the operator will request the dispatch of an ambulance
based on the automatically transmitted data such as the GPS location information.

At the post-hearing investigations of the automatic accident notiﬁcation calls , the victim is

transported to a hospital in an ambulance in approximately 70% of cases where there are no
responses.
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